
Rojin Nokar  iOS Engineer
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https://github.com/Rojinrn

nokar.rojin@gmail.com

+98 9333985785

Tehran, Iran

PROFILE

Throughout my 5-year-plus career as a software developer, I have focused on developing scalable and well-
documented code. I enjoy working collaboratively but can also run projects independently.
Problem-solving is my specialty, applying an analytical mindset. I love crafting apps with quality code and 
intuitive UI.
I aim to work with complete dedication in the organization, which provides opportunities to grow in my 
professional life and organizational growth.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

iOS Engineer
Dotin (Full-time)

Dec 2021 – Present  | Tehran, Iran

Designed and maintained coding conventions of the teams.
Participated in a mobile banking app with 3m+ active users (One of the top 3 banks in Iran).
Designed and implemented an online open bank account system for the Pasargad bank  in Iran.
Improved data cryptography and security concerns.
48% increase in bank customers and 60+% sales in 3 months (after releasing an online open bank account 
system).
Designed and implemented Git Flow for reducing conflicts and improving parallel development.
Cooperated in an Agile/Scrum environment to deliver high-quality software against aggressive schedules

iOS Engineer
DIREK (Contract)

       Sep 2020 – Dec 2021
Guildford, England | Remotely

Developed SDK using Swift and Objective-C from the ground using Solid principles.
Researched and developed innovative solutions with ARKit for showing the navigation with AR.
Helped get investors by finding the solution for detecting user displacement and highly accurate indoor 
positioning with the camera and ARKit Instead of technologies like GPS.
Implemented an in-house push notification service using the Apple Push Notification service (APNs).
Worked with BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) technology to get beacons' data.
Implemented Unit Testing, which increased test coverage by 40%.
Designed a development Pod for the SDK.

iOS Developer
UTECHIA  (Full-time)

       Dec 2019 – Sep 2020
Istanbul, Turkey | Remotely

Participated in B2C and B2B products.
Refactored the application from MVC to MVVM pattern, reducing bugs by 20%.
Implemented real-time chat using Firebase Realtime Database.
Published the Application (VARMI ) to the App Store with tight deadlines.
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PROJECTS

Implant Genius
iOS Engineer

       Jan 2021 – Present
Burnaby, Canada | Remotely

Implant Genius is the world’s first prosthodontist-driven dental implant treatment company. Reduce the 
surgical time and liability, allowing for an easier and safer patient restoration process.

Detected suitable head position and user’s smile live by ARKit for taking a dental snapshot.
Implemented smile view simulation (before and after treatment).

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Computer Software Engineering
Imam Khomeini International University

Sep 2015 – Jul 2020  | Qazvin, Iran

Founder and Secretary of Software Student Scientific Association

INTERESTS

Playing Soccer

Travel

Music Gaming

LANGUAGES

Persian English

SKILLS

iOS Development Xcode 3rd party SDKs and API(S) integration Swift SwiftUI Objective-C

ARKit Multi-threading Dependency injection REST APIs CocoaPods

Architecture (MVC, MVVM, MVP, VIPER) Reactive programing (RxSwift, Combine) Testing (Unit test, TDD)

Data Persistence (Core Data, Realm, Keychain, UserDefaults)

CI/CD (GitHub Actions, Gitlab CI/CD, Codemagic, Jenkins)

Git (Manage complicated multi-package projects with Git and review team merge requests)

Teamwork (Agile, Scrum, Jira, Trello)

http://ikiu.ac.ir/en/

